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Abstract 

The drama of the modern world and especially American drama is engaged in the 

modern man's relation to himself and to society as well. The modern American man 

lives in a state of uncertainty and instability because of the many shocks and 

changes in his life, such as the failure of the American ‘Nightmare’ and the two world 

wars that he was engaged with. So, modern drama is a response to the changing 

circumstances of modern society. 

     Sam Shepard is one of the pioneers of modern American drama. True West 

(1980) tackles important themes and ideas like death or betrayal of the American 

dream, the decay of the American national myth, the growing mechanization of the 

American lives and the search for the roots of the American family.  

   In his True west, Shepard explores the American man's double nature and his 

attempt to find another identity by exchanging roles in life. Austin and Lee are two 

brothers who encounter each other for the first time in five years. Austin is a 

screenwriter who tries to plough his way in life by writing a love story and film it in 

television, while his brother Lee is a cowboy, illiterate man. 

   When they meet each other they confess their failures in life and decide to 

exchange their roles. Austin becomes a cowboy and Lee tries to be a screenwriter. 

Shepard shows the reality of the American man and how he is unconvinced and 

dissatisfied with his life. He shows the true west of America and the reality of being 

an American man. Because of these changes and uncertainties in his life, the 

American man feels himself dissatisfied with his life and tries to find another life and 

another identity.  

 

 

Research objectives 

 

1- To analyse the view points of the characters at the beginning and at the end of 

the play, and to show the contradiction they experience in their lives. 

2- To explore the idea of the writer about the real west, and his investigation to 

distinguish the true west from the fake one.  
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Man's Double Nature in the Play 

   Modern drama is a reflection to the happenings of modern man. In America, 

capitalists could persuade people that America is the Eden of earth and they will find 

their dreams.  “In the US there was this myth of American character formed on the 

frontier. This myth was destroyed by industrialization, massive immigration at the 

beginning of the century, and the resulting urbanization. Now the question seems to 

be, what experience constitutes being an American”. (Quoted in Saddik: 1). Modern 

American dramatists shed more light on the reality of being an American individual in 

the modern age. Sam Shepard tries to uncover the hidden truth which is the 

authenticity of the American dream and the tangible face of the west.  

Many of Shepard’s plays such as La Turista (1967), Action(1975), Angel City(1976) 

Buried Child(1979), followed by True West (1980) and later Simpatico (1994), 

explore the flimsy boundaries of identity and the difficulty of discovering an authentic 

self outside of the roles, masks, images and performances that mark human action 

(ibid: 131). True West is the first major play by Shepard which is fully mature and full-

length play. The play represents Shepard’s perspective towards authenticity and role-

playing in American society. 

        Shepard lived a complicated and insecure childhood. Because of these changes 

and uncertainties in his life, he tries to record them in his plays. True West (1980) by 

Sam Shepard depicts a sibling relationship and shows how two brothers exchange 

their roles in life. Austin and Lee are two brothers, have an encounter for the first time 

in five years. Each one lives his life as he thinks that is the best for him, then they 

discover that this is not the life that they crave for and try to lead another life and 

assume a new identity, one which may provide a sense of belonging for them. When 

the brothers meet each other and uncover the reality of their lives, they decide to 

exchange their roles. Austin, the screenwriter wants to take the role of the cowboy, of 

Lee, while Lee admires the life of Austin (Abbotson : 224).                

     This play shows how Shepard looks at the American life and the American 

people. He pictures them as people who lack the certainty and stability in their lives; 

they try to find a new life for themselves because they are dissatisfied with their 

current status. Lee and Austin want to exchange their roles because they feel that 

there is something missing in their lives. The exchanging of the roles in the play is 

intended by Shepard to show the double nature of the American man in the modern 

world. He wants to show the duality of the modern American man and that is 

apparent in most of Shepard's characters. 

    Shepard's characters are usually given the opportunity to be not only characters 

but performers also. They are allowed to express themselves on the stage. As 

literature is a mirror of life, one can simply notice that True West is a panoramic 

study of the modern reality and the modern status of man. When Austin and Lee feel 

that they are not satisfied with their lives, they simply exchange roles in an attempt to 

find better identity in order to tell the audience about their reality. Because in most of 

Shepard’s plays, the characters tell the audience about themselves more than what 

the other characters or the writer tell (Marranca : 10).  
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Williams (Quoted in Saddik: 132) argues that True West is an illustration of some 

theories of the postmodern identity; she adds that Austen and Lee suggested 

exchanging their roles as a way to solve their feelings of placelessness and 

alienation. A sense of dislocation and discontent was controlling the lives of the 

brothers, that is why they suggested exchanging their roles in an attempt to find 

belonging.   

         As a matter of fact, Shepard’s play depicts the reality of the west. He wants to 

shed more light on the reality of the west. Almost all people thought of the west as 

the place where man can find himself and his identity. But Shepard proves the 

opposite, he depicts the modern man in this west as a man who is disappointed, 

depressed and wants to change his reality and his whole life and tries to find another 

one because nothing can provide him with the satisfaction he needs. Modern man 

feels the deficiency of everything in his life, he does not belong to where he is, and 

nothing can give him better life.   

                                                                            

     Although the play generally talks about family issues and sibling relationships, 

deeply it tackles the double nature of the modern American man and shows the 

duality of his life. It unveils the fake myths of the west in which the American people 

always place their hopes to avoid facing the bitter reality of their being (Abbotson : 

224).        

       True West as a title is an ironic one and it carries a meaningful and expressive 

picture of the west. Shepard wants to show that it is not a true west but a fake one. 

The west is not as people think it is, it is not a utopian society, and he says that 

America is not utopia. The west in Shepard’s perspective is a place where man is not 

convinced with his reality. It is a place where people look for a better life and new 

identity as in the case of Lee and Austin. Austin and Lee try to find something better 

for them by exchanging their roles in life and this is known for Shepard's characters, 

who often have more than one self; they change their selves throughout the course 

of the play. ‘The Shepard’s characters have not simple self but several selves which 

are continually changing’ (Marranca : 10 ). 

                                                                                        

       The play is about two brothers, Austin and Lee and their absent mother. The 

relationship between the brothers is not an easy one because they have been set 

from each other for five years and they have chosen completely different lives. Austin 

is an educated man, he has home and family and he is writing a love story for a 

producer to be filmed. His brother Lee has a different life; he is a cowboy, illiterate, 

lives in the desert and has nothing to worry about, because he is an outcast and 

unemployed. Most of the time, Lee is a thief and lives in the desert (Krasner : 293).  

                                                                                   

         Unexpectedly, Lee arrives to the house where Austin labors to have some 

civility and calmness to complete his story. The relationship between the brothers is 

calm till this moment, but the struggle starts when Lee comes between Austin and 

Saul Kimmer, the producer of the story. Lee diverts the attention of the producer from 

Austin's imaginary story to his realistic and truer- to- life draft. He wants to be a 
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screenwriter like his brother and he tells the producer about his story and succeeds 

in convincing Kimmer of his contemporary western story. The tension between the 

brothers develops as Lee asks Austin to write his story because Lee is unable to 

write. In this moment, the struggle will give birth to a new life for both of them. Austin 

agrees to write Lee's story, instead, Lee will take Austin to the desert. That 

transformation in the characters proves that they don’t feel safe in the west, “their 

identities are insecure, they blend into another one, exchange roles and assumes 

disguises.” (Roudane : 27).                                                                                    

 

      Austin is not like Lee, he appears softer and wiser. At the beginning he offers 

help and offers money to Lee; he enjoys the coming of his brother and enjoys the 

recalling of the memories of their youth together. This reveals that he yearns to his 

past because he feels that his present is empty and not considerable (Abbotson : 

229). When Austin agrees to type the draft of Lee he [Lee] admits his likeness to 

Austin's middle class comfortable life. But Austin also admires Lee's free life and he 

is intrigued by Lee's life as evidenced by his attempt to drink and steal.  

        

        Ironically, Austin, the civilized and educated man attacks Lee first because Lee 

refused to take him to the desert at the beginning. Suddenly, Austin becomes violent 

to the refusal of his brother. This shows the role exchange in the play; Shepard 

shows the exchanging of the features and the characteristics of the characters with 

one another. Austin's double nature urges him to neglect his love story and go to the 

desert. He wants to experience a new life and a new world because he is not 

satisfied with his current life after the diversion of the producer from him to Lee's 

draft. 

    Lee also admires the life of Austin and wants to be a screenwriter and to live the 

life of middle class people like his brother. Susan C.W. Abbotson in her Thematic 

Guide to Modern Drama comments on the brothers saying:     

                                                                              

In one sense the brothers are two halves of the person : Lee portrays the 

darker, more dangerous id which Austin concerned with placating the 

superego has spent his life repressing. Thus the play   explores Shepard 's 

belief in people double nature whereby one side is repressed in favor of 

the other. (229) 

 

     Shepard shows that the west is not the suitable place for living because as the 

audience notices, none of the brothers is comfortable in his life, thus they attempt to 

change their lives. At the beginning, Austin was not satisfied with Lee's life and Lee in 

return also was not convinced in city life and the art of Austin. But then they decide to 

take each other's role in a way to find mind peace and stability. Lee wishes to live his 

brother's middle class life and Austin longs to live in the desert and experience a new 

world, as he explains; 'I don't know. I wish I wasn't ---I wish I did Have to be doing 

business down here. I 'd like  to just spend some time with you' (Shepard 14). 
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              These lines show that Austin is not satisfied with his current life; he wants to 

discover a new life, a real and truer life. Austin wishes that he does not have to stay 

in his kitchen all the time and that means his life is imposed on him. He did not 

choose to stay but there are no more choices and solutions. Lee on the other hand 

wants to experience his brother's life, he wants to be a screenwriter, he says:  

 

… if  that oh- story of yours doesn't 

go over with the guy –tell him I got                                      

couple a'  'project' he might be interested in 

Real commercials. Full a' suspense. True-to life stuff (15). 

 

       Lee's words visualize the reality of the west; he is not satisfied with life too. At 

the beginning, he was proud of his life, the life of the desert which symbolizes 

manhood and courage. But when he suggests his project to be a screenwriter, he 

unveils the reality of his uncomfortable life in the desert. In this time, the two brothers 

confess their failures in life, they decide to exchange roles and by doing this Shepard 

shows the duality and the double nature of the American individual. Ironically, Austin 

starts to drink and steal houses as Lee did at the beginning, while Lee struggles to 

type the draft. Shepard shows that the brothers' attempt to switch their lives is a 

result of the inability and ineffectiveness of their lives. For that reason, they try to find 

a place in which they can feel they fit more. 

                                                                                              

      Shepard wants to show the sense of dislocation and displacement of the 

individuals in modern America. The longing of the brothers to a new life comes as a 

result of their feeling of displacement, neither of them is satisfied with the life which 

he leads, but even the alternatives are not suitable and convincing for both (Bigbsy 

:20). Lee the cowboy, the man of desert doesn't belong to the city, he is a man of 

adventure as Austin imagines him 'you were always on some adventure" (26).                          

           

        Austin does not belong to the desert because he is a man of writing, he cannot 

live out of the city, as Lee pictures him  ' I used to picture you walkin' around some 

campus with yer arms full a' books' (26). This is the reality of both, each one has his 

own life even when they want to exchange their roles and experience a new one, still 

they cannot live in one another's place. This proves that both lives of Austin and Lee 

were just an illusion.                            

        True West reflects the double nature of the American self. Shepard shows the 

American man as a creature without anything certain in his life. The play depicts the 

struggle between the brothers, between the cowboy and the screenwriter. Many 

critics prove that the play talks about the double nature of the self. 

     Because, the brothers who are set apart from each other when the play begins 

they cross over into each other’s' role. The reversal of the roles becomes apparent 

when Saul Kimmer neglects the love story of Austin and takes Lee's story which is 

truer to western life. Lee changes his idea about city-life after he sees how his 

brother lives; he has family and home while Lee has nothing. Lee admits that he is 
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dissatisfied with his life and he is not immune to the things that his brother 

represents. He longs for the life of Austin and he thinks that the script of Austin is an 

opportunity to change his life. He envies the life of Austin and wonders what it would 

be like to be his brother.  

       On the contrary, Austin envies Lee's drifting and free life. He admires the 

irresponsible way of Lee's life style, he is attracted to Lee's individualism and 

involvement with nature. They still envy one another's life till they both admit 

jealousy. At the beginning, their seemingly stable identities start dissolve throughout 

the course of the play. Lee obsessively prepares for writing his draft while Austin 

abandons everything. He asks Lee to take him to desert. The desert becomes his 

salvation (Westgate : 731). 

      In most of Shepard's plays, the desert is connected with the imaginative room to 

dream while the city is associated with the corruption of that dream (Ibid). That is why 

Austin wants to go to the desert; he wants a place where he can think better. He 

wants to be like his brother. It is Lee who thinks better as Austin believes and that is 

the reason that makes Lee's story more realistic and down to earth which was finally 

accepted by Saul Kimmer.  

       Austin turns instinctively into the desert frontier for stability and certainty because 

he feels that he does not belong to his current place and life in general. The desert 

becomes a place that provides safety and certainty to Austin. The desert becomes 

the place of authenticity, of origin and of the real life. After his failure to be a 

screenwriter Austin wants to exchange his role with his brother and to go to the 

desert. He thinks that the desert is a utopian place; he wants to pursue his utopian 

vision of the desert.  

      In contrast, Lee admires the life of the city, when he saw the life of Austin and 

how he is living, typing his story, having his own home and family. He starts to be like 

Austin when he asks him to write his play. Lee yearns to city and family life. This 

shows man's double nature in the modern American world. Man is not certain of what 

he wants and what he wants to be. From the very beginning, the play shows the 

struggle between the brothers and this struggle represents the violent and 

undisciplined spirit of the old west represented by Lee. While the other represents the 

effect, controlled emptiness of the contemporary culture (Siegal : 240). 

    The most important thing the play explores is the myth of the double and Shepard 

himself clarifies the idea saying: "I wanted to write a play about double nature…I 

think  we are split in much more devastating way than psychology can ever reveal" ( 

Quoted in Bassan : 12). These words show that the intension of Sam Shepard is to 

uncover the reality of the modern man and the reality of the west. He wants to show 

that the west is not a utopian society. It is the west of disintegration, of double nature 

and duality. Shepard also explores the theme of the dysfunctional family in the 

modern world. As Austin and Lee do not feel any sense of belonging, they were 

obliged to look for another life and identity (Krasner : 293). 

     Austin and Lee were left alone, the father abandoned them and escaped to the 

desert. The mother also is absent for a vacation to Alaska. This shows the 

irresponsibility of the parents towards their sons which led them to abhor their lives 
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and to look for a new world. They decided to switch their roles and lives, experience 

a new world and try to find another identity. Lee's life in the desert is not a noble 

adventure but the result of the abandonment of the parents, desperation and the 

deficiency of the social skill (295). 

      The sense of desperation and loneliness comes as a result of the dysfunctional 

family and this is apparent in Shepard's plays. In True West the father is absent, he 

escaped to the desert and left his family alone. The mother is also absent for Alaska 

in a vacation. This ultimately leads to the destruction of the other members of the 

family, as in the case of Austin and Lee. By reading the play, one can notice that the 

American family is what concerns the dramatist, victims and victimizers, the pursued 

and pursuer. In this play there are no survivors, no remission of pain. There are 

spaces which prove to be unbridgeable between the members of the family 

(Roudane': 5). 

 

Williams (Quoted in Saddik:132), states that: 

 

While Austin initially clings to a lingering nostalgia for a stable sense of 

identity, relationships and history, Lee ‘registers a potentially positive sense 

of freedom which accompanies man when he loses his nostalgia for history 

and realizes that identity and the past are only myths to be performed and 

manipulated. 

 

     This shows how Shepard dramatizes the American man. The play shows that 

there is no rest and good life in modern America. No one can escape the bitter life. 

Sheppard dramatizes the relationships between fathers and sons, husbands and 

wives. All these relationships prove to be failure. That is one of the reasons that 

make the modern man look for another world and another identity as in the case of 

Austin and Lee. 

   Stephen j. Bottoms in an essay in The Cambridge Companion to Sam Shepard 

states that the reality in Shepard's plays is always problematic shown, many of his 

characters appear to be pairings as in the double nature in the case of Austin and 

Lee in True West (60). They represent different sides of the writer's own 

consciousness. Bottoms adds that Shepard reveals a constant insistence on mixing 

existential on metaphysical matters over the reality of human beings and identity 

(61). 

      As a matter of fact, it is apparent that what matters to Sam Shepard is the 

American family. In most of his plays, he pictures an American family that suffers 

from hard circumstances in America. In his plays he shows that someone has to 

suffer in his life. In the True West he pictures the relationship between two brothers 

and their absent parents. Father never appears in the play but the audience hears 

about him from the other characters. Shepard shows that each member of the family 

is like another member. There is a similarity between Lee and the 'Old Man', his 

father. Both of them live in the desert and they cannot live in the city. Lee says he 

cannot get a 'pencil' in the city, how can he live 'here'?.  
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    Austin, on the other hand, is like his mother who appears at the end of the play. He 

likes the life of the city, he wants some calmness in order to finish his 'research' as he 

calls for the love story that he writes. That is shown to the audience at the beginning 

of the play. As the play progresses both Lee and Austin want to exchange roles and 

switch their lives. In one moment, they discover that they have to change their lives in 

an attempt to get a new life and a new identity. The cowboy becomes screenwriter 

and the screenwriter becomes a cowboy.  

    This exchanging in the roles comes as a result of the dysfunctional family and the 

hard circumstances of life. No one feels comfortable in his life. The gap between the 

sons and their parents also play an important role in their unstable lives. Shepard 

shows that the American man has no fixed and stable life because he cannot find 

better circumstances for himself and his family. He wants to say that the modern 

American man has no real identity but he still looks for that identity because of the 

bad conditions of life, the American man starts to change his life in an attempt to find 

a better one. Even when Austin and Lee exchanged their roles they were not sure of 

their lives. Before the end of the play when they quarreled with each other, the 

audience does not know what will happen to them at the end. Shepard did not solve 

the problem but left the audience bewildered about the brothers' future because that 

is what he wants to deliver, the bewilderment and uncertainty of the modern 

American man. 

When he presented True West, Shepard’s perspective of identity as a presentation 

had been protracted to the idea of the capitalist American dream and the truth about 

its reality. True West contributed in uncovering the fiction of any claims to an 

‘authentic’ or intrinsic national being grounded in cultural origin, race, social class or 

sexuality, inviting access to the fluid definitions of American character that could be 

presented on the stage and generating potentials of depiction in the distorted limits 

beyond those offered in the character representations of modern realism (Saddik : 

137). So, the mission of True West was to uncover the reality of the west, to show 

people the bitter truth of their community. It’s not the land of opportunities anymore, 

the society is controlled by the capitalists and the one who talks is money only. 

 

CONCLUSION 

    Exchanging roles is an important theme in Sam Shepard’ True West. Many 

researches have been done on the play, but not on this specific idea. The American 

west has been described as a land of opportunities and the paradise on earth, but 

Shepard, and according to the findings of the paper, proves the opposite here. As 

mentioned in the paper the title of the play is an ironic one, and the aim of the play is 

to present the real west for his audience. He wanted to write a play about how people 

are divided and double natured.   

    The researcher concludes that Shepard's play visualizes the dislocation and 

placelessness of the American man and his attempt to find better reality and new 

identity. Due to the inauthenticity of, and dissatisfaction with their lives, Austin and 

Lee decide to exchange their roles, and this shows their double natures, they cannot 

find better life because Shepard leaves the audience bewildered to what will happen 
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to them as he ends the play with the brothers facing each other in a quarrel. The 

researcher concludes that, according to the play, the American man is a placeless, 

inauthentic and has no real identity in the modern age of America that’s why he tries 

to exchange his role in life.   
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 (Sam Shepard)ى  (True West)طروةى رؤَل  دراى 

َد م ىم  ى و دى  تن دةَد ؤظ ىةم  س ، ىم   ،ن

وة. ؤظ دَم  رَ مد و مَدا دةذ َم ذم   طرامرى 

وةاموة  َن دةَد ىدرا .ورةط .نَد ى ماوةرط ردؤ  ك  

(Sam Shepard)     م . مَد ىدرا ممَ  و َ(1980 True West)     س

  تم ،دن ت وةدة مى طؤ ت و َ' وم'،    ، وةم ا

  م وم ذم ،  روة طران دواى رة و رى َام ا.      ز و ز

و دوو مى   دةردةت و س  وم(Sam Shepard)          ما َ د 

)،  دوو ان، Lee    و Austin (  ) وة.  (  دةت  دؤزوةى م  َ رَى طروةى رؤ

) ا ى دة  .ر مو  وَل دةدات  رَى مو ؤ 5    َر  وةى (

     ، ،ىا  .وةَؤز امذ  ى ىَوة رم  دم و و      م

  امرة مَةوار.

    َدة  .ن رط نم ر دةدةن ا، وةمذ  ن  َدان دةم ،دة   َ

م ) وا   دةروو، وة وَى دةت   ذShepard    ان و   رموس. َرد (

ى رازى م . رَوة وا  ون من دةدات، وة َن دة َ، واى َةن  ذم ى        

 رةزام مَ و و دؤزوةى ذم  َم  َات. 

 

  

ا 

"ب اد " ا    دواردل ا 

 اح ا و اح ا  امن ا  م و .    امن    

       ا  م  .  ت اة واات ا د ار وذا و ا    ا

 ا وا ا  .ا م    اح اا  .ا  وف ا سام 

    و ,ا ح اة اا  د    ب ا1980( ا        روا   (

 ا  او و ا رة اا و ا ض اا       ور ا  ا ا  ة ا

             ط  ة  د و و دوا ن اما ط ق ا د ب اا  .ا

 ات. او   ة ول  ن ا   و ة. اوا  ال دورها    م  

  .   را  ا   نا  و    ل  ط  ول 

     ن ا ول ان    را  دوار. اوا  ران انة وا   ن ن 

 ول  .مد       ا  .  و را   و ا ن اما   د ان

           ا  د اا ,  كات واا   .ن اما ب وا 

    . ة ةو    ول انو  

 

 


